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When does “the service journey end”?
Think about this in the context of the services that you are designing for.
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How do you know “the service” took place?



Is there any unintended consequences, 
actions, or artifacts that only exist as the 

result of using your service?



“The material that services 
are made of, can be both 
tangible and non-tangible. 
In service design it is 
essential to establish 
service evidence..”
Holmlid
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service environment are 
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they are physical proof of 
service that has taken place.”
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“The material that services 
are made of, can be both 
tangible and non-tangible. 
In service design it is 
essential to establish 
service evidence..”
Holmlid

Service Evidence

“Designed objects in the 
service environment are 
sometimes referred to as 
‘service evidence’ because 
they are physical proof of 
service that has taken place.”
International Journal of Design, 5(2), 5-13.

What’s the difference between a “touch point” and “service evidence”?

What are examples of “service evidence” that aren’t physical?



The collection physical and intangible proof that a service has 
taken place; evaluated by the user to establish the quality or 
value of the transaction.
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The collection physical and intangible proof that a service has 
taken place; evaluated by the user to establish the quality or 
value of the transaction.

Service Evidence

What was my 
expectation / what 
was marketed?

How did I 
Interpret my 
experience?

Was the value 
achieved? 
Exceeded?



“Even before purchase, consumers commonly look 
for cues about the firm’s capabilities and quality - 

the physical environment is rich in queues.”
Mary Joe Bitner



What cues do you see in this environment?



“Identify desirable customer and/or employee 
behaviors and the goals of the organization… 

build these into the physical space.”
Mary Joe Bitner



What types of behaviors might we want to see in this 
environment; for service providers? for “customers”?



Feedback loops can help the system 
& users make ongoing decisions.





Why might this feedback loop exist?





Most transactional flows 
stop at the confirmation 
screen..



Most transactional flows 
stop at the confirmation 
screen..
But this flow adds an 
additional piece of service 
evidence - with arguably zero 
functional benefit.  Why?



“Collectively, the touchpoint define the 
quality of the experience offering. 

Richardson: Innovation X



Synthesis Prototyping

Immersion in the cultural and 
human context of a problem 

Making meaning through 
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Hypothesis validation through 
generative, form-giving activities 
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SynthesisEthnography Prototyping

Immersion in the cultural and 
human context of a problem 

Making meaning through 
inference and reframing 

Hypothesis validation through 
generative, form-giving activities 

Where are we?

Affinity 
Grouping data by similarity 
& extracting new meaning 

Visual Modeling 
Interpreting relationships in data with 
a focus on layering visual information 



Let’s look at 
an example



Scenario
An existing customer tries to watch a video on 
XFINITY TV, but is required to upgrade their 
subscription in order to do so.

Using the existing system



Adding HBO on the fly

The user navigates to XFINITY.Net and clicks the TV tab



Adding HBO on the fly

The user finds the desired content and tries to view it.



Adding HBO on the fly

The user is re-directed to a sign in page, where they sign in 
with their Comcast credentials.



Adding HBO on the fly

The user is directed back to the content page and presented with an error - “HBO 
Subscription Required”. The user clicks Buy this Subscription Now to view the content.



Adding HBO on the fly

The user is re-directed to the shopping page on Comcast.com and they are 
required to indicate their customer status - New vs. Current. The user 
chooses to authenticate as ‘Current’  by signing in with their Comcast ID.



Adding HBO on the fly

The user is re-directed to a sign in page, where they sign in with their 
Comcast credentials.



Adding HBO on the fly

The user is re-directed to a shopping cart page to review subscription options. 
The user clicks next.
Note: Comcast.com displays the same page  for customers who are already subscribed toHBO. It gives no indication to their current 
status, allowing them to navigate through the remainder of the flow even if they are already HBO subscribers.



Adding HBO on the fly

The user is asked to review the customer information and order summary before 
requiring them to initiate a chat session.



Adding HBO on the fly

The user is re-directed to a holding page, where they wait for a chat representative.



Adding HBO on the fly

The user is re-directed to a Chat page.  The Comcast representative 
reviews their information and requires them to re-authenticate with the last 
four of their SSN and the Comcast Account number.
Note: The user signed in as Drew, a Primary Account (Unrestricted), but they system continuously refers to the user as Meredith - 
presumably the person listed on the billing statement.



Adding HBO on the fly

The service is added to the user’s account and the chat session ends.  The 
user is prompted to fill out a survey.



Adding HBO on the fly

The user is given permission to “safely close the window”
Note: This action closes down the web browser / browsing tab.



A review of what happened
• The user is asked to authenticate 3 separate times.

• The user is shuttled between 3 separate sites, each with their own 
navigation structure and interaction paradigm.

• The system does not recognize what the customer subscribes to,  
allowing customers who are already subscribed to a service to go 
through the buy flow.

• Adding / modifying services requires a conversation (online chat) 
with a Comcast representative, possibly leading to a phone call.

• The system seems to default to the primary account at times, losing 
sight of who the current user is.

• The user is not returned to their original task--watching video.



What are we finding as we begin to 
examine the ecosystem?

Early
Observations



The benefit to logging in - and creating 
credentials- isn’t obvious
• How can users be “rewarded” for taking the initiative in creating credentials?



All customers are presented with options that involve every facet of engagement. 
A better experience would be more contextual and personalized to their needs. 

Manage

Access

Support

Cater

Potential
Customer

Buy

Manage

Access

Support

CaterBuy

Manage

Access

Support

CaterBuy

New
Customer

Existing
Customer

All visitors are treated the same.



Because all visitors are 
treated the same, everyone is 
offered everything.

Email? XFINITYTV.com?
Greeting 
Cards?

Bill Pay?
SMS home 

phone?

DVR 
Management?

Home
Security?

Norton’s?

Voicemail 
Transcription?

Parental
Controls?

Remote
Tune?

Contact Sync?Calendar?

Signature
Support?

Speed Test?

Universal
Caller ID?

News?
Constant
Guard?

TV Listings? SMS Alerts?

Calendar TV
Listings?

Search?



Customer 
Journey Maps



A visual model the illustrates actions, emotions, 
decisions and milestones, that occur in sequence, 
over some duration of time

Customer Journey Map

EndStart



Customer Journey Maps Can Represent…

Perceived Actual Ideal
Based on the thoughts of 
those who have knowledge 
of the system. (usually 
stakeholders) 

Based personal experience 
& field research. Using data 
from people who are using 
the system. 

A vision for what the system 
could be.Most effective when 
based on inspiration from the 
way the actual system works.  



Focus on the nuances of how users move 
through each detail of the system. Highlights 
points of interest, system breakdowns, and 
emotional states 

Focus on the big picture of a system. 
Captures the essence across distinct phases. 

Customer Journey Maps Can Represent…

Stages

Touchpoints



Foundational 
Memory

An#early#educational#
moment,#where#a#
primary#authority#
figure#establishes#
expectations#around#
learning#and#work#
ethic

The Academic Journey

Major 
Selection

A#commitment#of#
what#to#study,#
usually#decided#
during#the#first#few#
months#of#college:#
typically#based#on#
whim#or#convenience#

Commitment

An#emotional#resolve#
to#a#particular#course#
of#study,#lifestyle,#
and#future,#based#
primarily#on#
academic#
experiences

Aspirational 
Goal 
Identified

A#vision#of#post<
graduation,#with#an#
aspirational#career#or#
educational#goal#
identified#(graduate#
school,#a#job,#a#
particular#title,#etc)

College 
Selection

A#decision#of#where#
to#attend#college,#
usually#made#
during#high#school,#
balancing#various#
utilitarian#and#
emotional#
constraints

Major 
Renegotiation

A#change#of#major,#
often#made#during#
junior#or#senior#year,#as#
a#response#to#prior#
major#selection#and#a#
result#of#deep#emotional#
searching

Non 
Traditional 
Academic 
Experience

A#non<traditional#
learning#experience,#
such#as#study#abroad,#
internship,#or#
mentorship,#that#
dramatically#changes#
or#solidifies#a#trajectory

Extreme.(Either(
empowering(or(
demoralizing.

Stressful,(yet(
simultaneously(
arbitrary(and(cavalier.

Resolved,(and(a(sense(
of(being(trapped.

Optimistic(
nervousness.

Stressful.( Shameful,(as(if(letting(
down(friends,(family,(and(
themselves.

Reflective,(and(full(of(
opportunity.(

Emotions

Grade(school(
teachers,(family,(
personal(mentors

Family,(friendsHigh(school(guidance(
counselor,(family,(
friends

Family,(friends Mentor

Collaborators

High(school(Survey

Tools & Processes

MyEdu: Academic Journey



Yellow Bike Project



“Services are co-produced by 
the people using them.”

The User The System

Researching Services



Researching People

Thoughts / Perceptions
How do users understand what is going on? 
What are they aware of? What information do 
they need to proceed? 
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Researching People

Thoughts / Perceptions
How do users understand what is going on? 
What are they aware of? What information do 
they need to proceed? 

Feelings & Reactions
How do users feel? What kind of reaction are 
they having to the touch-points in the system? 

Actions & Behaviors
What are the users doing? What do they 
perceive that they should be doing? 



Researching The System

Environment
Where is the system taking place? What 
implications does the environment have on 
users and the system? 
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Researching The System

Environment
Where is the system taking place? What 
implications does the environment have on 
users and the system? 

Recognition & Response
Does the system identify what the user needs? 
How is the system responding? 

Affordance & Indication
What is the system expecting from users? Is the 
system providing an indication of this? How is 
the system communicating this? 



Building A
Customer Journey Map
Actual State 



Building a Customer Journey Map (Actual)

Build a rough timeline of the data from all participants (photos 
& utterances) that captures the sequence, actions, and touch-
points from end to end.   

• use post-its to supplement missing data 

• organize data in a way that makes sense for cyclical / simultaneous operations 
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Building a Customer Journey Map (Actual)

Build a rough timeline of the data from all participants (photos 
& utterances) that captures the sequence, actions, and touch-
points from end to end.   

• use post-its to supplement missing data 

• organize data in a way that makes sense for cyclical / simultaneous operations 

Highlight emotional points of interest with post-its 
• Capture positive AND negative moments: substantiate with a quote 

Highlight components of the system with post-its 
• Environment, touch-points, affordances, and artifacts that were utilized 

Highlight critical decision points and breakdowns with post-its 
• Call attention to all observed paths at these junctures  

Roughly sketch a flow of how users move through they system 
• This represents a synthesized visualization of all observed journeys 

• Document any insights into human behavior 

Iterate - adding visual weight / emphasis / color / and 
illustrations where needed; slowly raising fidelity to digital 

• Call attention to the areas that ‘feel’ like the largest pain points





Homework
For next class: 

• Select a business  

• Have a research plan (bring this to class) 

• Begin researching with users, service providers and 
business owners 

• Have data externalized and begin sketching 

• A rough draft of your customer journey is due in 1 week 



Prof. Matt Franks 
mfranks@austincenterfordesign.com 

@franknatic 


